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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we presented a flexible analysis/re-synthesis method for smoothly changing the properties of isolated notes in polyphonic instrumental music recordings. True Envelope Linear
Predictive Coding (TELPC) method has been employed as the
analysis/synthesis model in order to preserve the original timbre
quality as much as possible due to its accurate spectral envelope
estimation. We modified the conventional LPC analysis/synthesis processing by using pitch synchronous analysis
frames to avoid the severe magnitude modulation problem.
Smaller frames can thus be used to capture more local characteristics of the original signals to further improve the sound quality.
In this framework, one can manipulate a sequence of isolated
notes from two commercially available polyphonic instrumental
music recordings and interesting re-synthesized results are
achieved.
1. INTRODUCTION
It is sometimes that one wants to manipulate certain notes in a
polyphonic music recording. This requires two main operations:
extraction of target notes and their analysis/re-synthesis. Note or
source extraction/separation for polyphonic signals is one major
topic in music information retrieval (MIR) in recent years. Some
of the separation techniques consider the entire audio mixture,
avoiding any prior source information, such as Independent Subspace Analysis (ISA) [1][2] and Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [3]. These methods decompose the amplitude spectrum of the mixture signal into basis spectra vectors in a statistical fashion. These basis vectors are then clustered into disjoint
sets corresponding to the different sources. NMF is especially
found to be able to efficiently decompose such mixture signals
[4], [5]. In [6], a recursive regularization method for time varying
analysis of music signals was proposed to track specified notes in
polyphonic music recordings. To discuss blind source separation
from one channel music signal as a whole is beyond the scope of
a brief paper. However, it will become simpler if we have the
score information and focus on a single source/note that we are
interested in. Most techniques mentioned above can achieve an
acceptable separation result in such a case. In this paper, we employed the method in [6] in the stage of note separation preprocessing because of its ability to capture more localized properties
of a note. We shall discuss this preprocessing in more details in
Section 2.
Then, a flexible re-synthesis method is required for changing
smoothly the characteristics of the isolated notes in polyphonic

instrumental music recordings. First, it should preserve the timbre of the notes as much as possible. Second, it shouldn’t introduce any annoying artifacts when we combine the re-synthesized
isolated notes with the residual polyphonic signal. We employed
a source-filter based re-synthesizer to reproduce these isolated
notes. Compared to FFT-based time-scaling approach, such as
Phase Vocoder [7], source-filter based approach encounters little
phase alignment problem because the source-filter model is fully
parametric and can easily stretch/shorten the note’s duration or
adjust its pitch through model parameters. In the past, independence between source and filter makes source-filter model not so
suitable to deal with instrumental music because musical instruments generally have a strongly coupled relationship between its
source (excitation) and filter (instrument body). True envelope
(TE) estimate [8] was proposed for accurate linear predictive
coding coefficient estimation. As several publications [9]-[12]
reported, this method can acquire more accurate spectral envelope and more suitable for music applications than traditional
linear predictive estimate [13]. In this paper, TE estimate and
linear predictive method are combined to make an appropriate
music synthesis model. In order to have flexible pitch and time
controls in the re-synthesis stage, an all-pole filter is generated
based on the TE estimation of the note. Then, sound is synthesized by feeding the filter with impulses. Furthermore, pitch and
time scaling becomes easy by manipulating the input impulses
and the filter coefficients.
Conventionally, TE estimate is applied on short-term Fourier
Transform (STFT) of the segmented signal to estimate the spectral envelope of the harmonic components. However, the acquired spectral envelope introduces noticeable magnitude modulation among analysis frames in practice. This causes artifacts in
re-synthesized sounds if the above time domain source filter operation is applied. One of the reasons may be the magnitude
modulation of the interested frequency component may not fall
in the center of analysis frequency bin of STFT when we used a
fixed analysis frame size. More discussions on TELPC based
analysis and synthesis will be made in the later section. To overcome this issue, we employed a pitch period tracker to divide the
original signal into analysis frames of appropriate sizes to minimize such magnitude modulation of harmonic components.
Moreover, it is now possible to use smaller frames to calculate
the coefficients of the all-pole filters. Therefore, the filters can
represent more local characteristics of the note because the frame
size is purposely made equal to the sum of several neighbor periods. Transition from a synthesized frame to the next one is
smoothened by interpolation of the all pole filters. More details
will be covered in the later section. In this framework, one can
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manipulate a sequence of interested notes from polyphonic instrumental music recordings to result in a nearly artifact-free resynthesized music. Two commercially available recordings are
used to demonstrate our results. One is “It’s easy to remember”
played by John Coltrane [14], and the other is Ravel’s violin and
cello duet [15].
The next section presents the note separation preprocessing employed in this work. Section 3 describes the TELPC based source
filter model and the detailed analysis and re-synthesis process.
Section 4 shows the re-synthesis results. We demonstrate flexible
time-frequency scaling in two commercial polyphonic instrumental music recordings. Finally we present the conclusions and
future perspectives.
2. NOTE EXTRACTION
The proposed system consists of a note extraction preprocessing
and a note re-synthesizer. As shown in Fig. 1, the target polyphonic instrumental music recording is first decomposed into the
target isolated notes and the residual signal by our recursive
time-varying analysis. These notes are then feed into the proposed note re-synthesizer. Here the information of manipulation
is provided by users. According to the user-defined timefrequency scaling commands, the isolated note can be resynthesized through the re-synthesizer and its characteristics can
also be preserved. It is possible to change its characteristics by
manipulating extra parameters. At the end, one can also combine
the re-synthesized notes and the separated residual signal back
into a new polyphonic instrumental music if desired. We will go
to re-synthesis details in the later section.

the residual signal. Its computation is also much less than a full
note separation task. More detailed discussion can be found in
[6].
3. NOTE RE-SYNTHESIZER
The note re-synthesizer contains a pitch period tracker and a
source-filter model for analysis/synthesis of the target isolated
notes. After the notes are extracted from the polyphonic mixture
by the note extraction preprocessing described in the previous
section, they are consequentially analyzed by a pitch period
tracker and segmented into analysis frames of different appropriate sizes as shown in Fig. 2. After frame segmentation, we applied TE estimate[8] on short-term Fourier Transform(STFT) of
the segmented frames to estimate the spectral envelopes of the
harmonic components. The estimated spectral envelopes are then
transformed into coefficients of LPC all pole filters for synthesis.

Figure 2: Flowchart of the proposed note re-synthesizer.

3.1. Pitch Synchronous Segmentation and Synthesis

Figure 1: Proposed system overview.
In the first place, the note extraction is achieved by a previously
developed recursive time-varying analysis introduced by Wang
et al. [6]. This recursive time-varying analysis is based on the
same assumption of NMF but decomposes target spectrogram in
a regressive approach. Compared to the common practice of
NMF, the analysis method extracts the notes by tracking the local characteristics of the target notes with much less number of
adjacent frames. The local characteristic contains information
such as pitch, volume and timbre. Since score information is introduced to mark those notes we are interested, there are only a
few basis spectra vectors, those for the target notes and one for

While TELPC was used for analysis/synthesis of the musical
notes using a fixed frame size, we encountered a severe magnitude modulation problem. In many circumstances, low level
noise can be easily perceived. To make TELPC a quality music
synthesizer, we must deal with such problems. To reveal this
problem, we tried to analyze a test 441Hz harmonic waveform
consisting of several sinusoids and to re-synthesize using TELPC
in different synchronous manners. One could observe that the
greater magnitude modulation occurred in the waveform after
TELPC synthesis using a fixed frame size, or so called time synchronous method, as shown in Fig. 3(b). On the other hand, the
synthesized result using the pitch-period-based frame sizes, or
formally named pitch synchronous method, showed less magnitude modulation in Fig. 3(c). Artifacts were observed even
though the frame size of pitch synchronous method (=2000) is
close to that of time synchronous method (=2048) in this experiment. If vibrato tones are used in the experiment, the problem
can be more serious. Such pitch synchronous approaches had
been applied to LPC-based methods to increase speech synthesis
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quality for decades [16]-[18]. A method named autocorrelation
with maximum alignment described in [19] was employed to implement our pitch period tracker. This method can provide better
energy compactness and less spectral leakage in spectral analysis.
We will stop the discussion here because full exploration of such
problems and the solutions will be out of the scope of this paper.
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Figure 3: Magnitude modulation after TELPC synthesis. (a) original test waveform, (b) time synchronous analysis/synthesis, (c)
pitch synchronous analysis/synthesis.
3.2. Analysis Part
In many cases, the pitch periods of a note may vary dramatically.
Therefore, it is necessary to detect such variation accurately in
order not to generate problems in TELPC. This is done by the
pitch tracker in the previous subsection. When the isolated notes
in which we are interested are ready for analysis, adaptive frame
segmentation is performed based on the result of the pitch tracker.
The frame size is kept small in order that the TELPC filter model
parameters are obtained based on the local characteristics as
much as possible. It is important to notice that the size of any
analysis frame must be the collection of several local pitch periods. Moreover, all segmented signals should be basically inphase such that it becomes easier to perform time domain scaling
operation.
The segmented frame is then zero-padded to the nearest 2-radiux
size for computation efficiency. In our experiments, most cases
adopted the size of 2048. The zero-padded signal is transformed
by FFT and its spectral envelope is estimated by the TE estimate.
The true envelope estimation is based on cepstral smoothing of
the amplitude spectrum. The algorithm iteratively updates
the smoothing input spectrum with the maximum of the original
spectrum and the current cepstral representation. An all-pole filter is then derived from this envelope.
After analysis stage, the local pitch periods and filter coefficients
are paired in a frame-based manner and ready for time-frequency
scaling. Following steps of re-synthesis procedure according to
user-defined time-frequency scaling commands described in next
section.

ed dynamically if user wants to perform the pitch-shift operation.
This excitation is fed to the all-pole filters which shape its spectral envelope. If user wants to perform the time-scaling operation,
the impulse train and corresponding filter coefficients can be interpolated to stretch or shorten the re-synthesized signal length,
especially in the stationary period of the signal. To guarantee the
stability of filter interpolation, the interpolation of filter coefficients is performed by pole migration in z-plane. For example, if
we have divided the target signal into five analysis segments,
five sets of pitch periods and synthesis filter coefficients are consequently estimated. We first find the corresponding pole sets in
the five frames. The trajectory formed by one pole sets is illustrated in z-plane as shown in Fig. 4.
In Fig. 4, the time index in roman indicates the analysis time and
the time index in italic indicates the re-synthesis time. In this
case, we tried to stretch the middle of the target signal and kept
the whole signal duration unchanged. Suppose the original time
indices of three middle analysis poles are 0:14, 0:18, and 0:21
respectively. They are mapped to 0:12, 0:17, and 0:24 after resynthesis. The number and duration of synthesis frames is basically the same as those of analysis frames for keeping balance
between computation complex and re-synthesis quality. Therefore, the new poles for re-synthesis are then interpolated linearly
for the synthesis time indices 0:14, 0:18, and 0:21. After the pole
sets are interpolated according to the above pole migration steps,
the interpolated filter coefficients can be derived consequently.
Furthermore, the filter coefficients can be changed in a pitchperiod-wise way to improve the sound quality. The last step in
the synthesis part is to add a time-varying temporal gain to the
output of the all-pole filter. It is noted that the interval of every
two adjacent impulses has to be adjusted accordingly if one
wants to preserve the sound property before time scaling operation.

3.3. Synthesis Part
The impulse train generator basically creates a continuous pitchsynchronous excitation based on the previously analyzed pitch
information. The period of the impulse train is able to be adjust-
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Figure 4: Filter coefficient interpolated by pole migration diagram. The trajectory of a set of five poles is plotted to illustrate pole migration in both analysis and synthesis aspects. There are five analysis segments whose
original time indices are 0:10, 0:14, 0:18, 0:21 and 0:25.
Their time indices re-mapped to 0.10, 0.12, 0.17, 0.24
and 0.25 respectively. The synthesis poles are linearly interpolated at the original time indices alignment. (× :
Analysis pole. ♁: Synthesis pole. Time index in roman:
analysis time. Time index in italic: synthesis time).
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4. RE-SYNTHESIS RESULTS
We used two commercially available recordings to demonstrate
our results. One is John Coltrane’s performance of “It’s easy to
remember” which appeared in the album ‘Ballads’ [14]. John
Coltrane played the saxophone part accompanied by bass, piano
and drums. The other is Ravel’s violin and cello duet [15]. The
first isolated note in “It’s easy to remember” begins with a slight
upward glide followed by a long sustain as shown in Fig. 5(a)
and Fig. 6(a). We tried to enhance the musical tension in this beginning. In Fig. 5(b), we re-synthesized a deeper and longer glide
started with a little bit lower pitch than the original note. The
second case is to let the note have a dramatic beginning by replacing the glide with a vibrato effect whose pitch varied between 460Hz and 477 Hz as shown in Fig. 6(b).

to rate and depth of the fourth note. The result is shown in Fig. 8.
One can compare the differences in the rectangular boxes in the
two figures. It sounded like John Coltrane playing the same piece
using different kinds of styles. It is difficult to remove the effect
of cymbals because of the wide band characteristics when Elvin
Jones, the drummer, came in. One can hear this in the provided
sound samples at our website [20]. This may be due to the limitation of the note extraction part.
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Figure 7: John Coltrane’s “It’s easy to remember” (original). Rectangular box indicates interested saxophone
notes.
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Figure 5: First isolated note in recording, “It’s easy to
remember” (gliding effect). (a) Original interested clip.
(b) Re-synthesized result with a deeper glide.
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Figure 8: John Coltrane’s “It’s easy to remember” (resynthesized). Rectangular box indicates re-synthesized
saxophone note. The first note is reassembled by four
short notes. The second note is unchanged. The glide
part of the third note is mitigated and the fourth note is
changed into a vibrato style.
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Figure 6: First isolated note in recording, “It’s easy to
remember” (vibrato effect). (a) Original interested clip.
(b) Re-synthesized result with a vibrato.
In Fig. 7, the spectrogram of the original performance from 0
second to 3 second is shown. We re-synthesize this clip by
changing the first note into four short notes covered from the
original pitch contour, keeping the second note unchanged, mitigating the beginning glide of the third note, increasing the vibra-

The last demonstration is Ravel’s violin and cello duet. We tried
to change the vibrato behavior of the second violin note into an
open-string style. Comparing with the original clip as shown in
Fig. 9, the interested violin notes, indicated by rectangular, were
re-synthesized properly in Fig. 10. Finally, all demonstrated music pieces can be heard at our website [20].
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Although the re-synthesized sounds showed encouraged results,
there are still problems needed to be solved. Our proposed system is based on harmonic instrumental music; therefore, it is not
able to take good care of non-harmonic notes appeared in the
accompaniment, such like drums or cymbals. Besides, the note
extraction is not so powerful to get clear notes for all kind of music sources. We will continue to improve it in the future.
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